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the full box set of zatch bell! 100 episodes,
released on dvd on may 25, 2010, along with its
first special, zatch bell! winning bell, with ten
episodes. the show's first ending theme,
"mezame", was sung by rino, and the second
ending theme, "shunkashu", was sung by
mayumi kojima. the first dvd was released in
north america on may 26, 2011 by cvc with the
same cast. the series and first volume of its
manga adaptation, also titled zatch bell!, were
released on may 25, 2011. the series is written
and drawn by mizuki aoyama, with character
designs by hideo ishikawa. kono mamae koto no
hanashi (, lit. story about the words of the
people) is a 1974 japanese comedy film. it is
based on a real-life incident of the anime classic
"sazae-san", but it was scripted by shigeru
watanabe and his brother masao and directed by
shun'ichi ishikawa. it features the special
appearance of tatsuya nakadai. this film and the
anime that it spawned were instrumental in the
acceptance of anime in japan. in 1978, enoki
films made a made-for-television sequel to the
original film called kono mamae . zatch is an
extremely powerful low-level spirit that appears
during the full moon. the spirit exists on a human
body and takes possession of its soul. his one
wish is to meet with zatch bell, the man who
claims he is his father. because his mother, who
has been dead for years, visits this man, he gives
zatch his full moon spirit. after this, zatch cries
and cries, and when the full moon rises, they
appear together. when they return to earth,
zatch and zatch bell begin a journey of giving
zatch the power of the real full moon spirits.
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zatch and kiyomaro were both orphans born
under the reign of the current king of the
mamodo, zeno bell. as they grow up, they

discover they have the exact same magical skills.
kiyomaro wishes to repay his debt to the little girl

that helped him when he had nowhere to go.
kiyomaro and the other mamodo go to the beach
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every night. they have grown up together, and
now that kiyomaro must leave for school he asks

that zatch stay behind to protect the little girl.
kiyomaro is truly missing his mamodo friend, but

he worries about the little girl as well. zatch is
not pleased with kiyomaro's plan, but he

promises he will take good care of the little girl.
when zatch and kiyomaro notice that the little

girl is missing, it seems a simple thing for zatch
and kiyomaro to go home and take care of their
little friend. but when zatch and kiyomaro go to
the beach, they discover something that should
never have happened. kiyomaro and his friends
now find themselves in a world where zatch is

king of the mamodo. they don't want to be in this
world, but the mamodo world is zatch's home

and he can't let the friend he loves be hurt. the
mamodo do not understand why anyone would
want to be human. they will do anything to kill

kiyomaro and the others. zeno bell is furious that
his brother is dead, and for his own reasons, he
hunts down all of the mamodo including zatch.

the battle is fierce, and even though the mamodo
should have won, zatch has a secret that might
be his last. is the life he lives the life he really

wants? the mamodo think so, but can zatch live a
different life? the only way he can have a normal
life is to go back to the mamodo world, but will

zatch return as the good mamodo he is?
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